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STEP
ON
TO
YOUR
IMAGINATION

Bergo launches TOP TILE
– a brand new concept of floor tiles for public areas.
Make your own design from a photo or choose from
our fancy collection.
Imagine a floor that is made just for YOU.
A floor that can be laid almost anywhere.
A floor that can be installed where other types of flooring fail - on cold, damp and uneven surfaces.
A floor that doesn’t require heavy preparation. No more glues, screws or nails.
TOP TILE makes it possible to create a truly unique expression, e.g. in shops where you can “top” the interior with a floor
in your own color and design, made from your photo.
TOP TILE has undergone several tough tests to withstand heavy wear in public environments, such as offices, shops, exhibitions, receptions, showrooms etc.
Bergo has been making multifunctional floors from ECO-friendly PP-composites for more than 40 years. The floors are
made of non-toxic, emission-free and food grade materials that are 100% recyclable again and again.

Step on to your imagination. We have started with these examples:

TOP TILE Scratch SC1062

TOP TILE Cube CU1062

TOP TILE Black Prism PR1062

Make your
own design.

TOP TILE Antique Chestnut AC1062

TOP TILE Wood Nature WO1062
Patent pending

Material: Envoronmentally friendly recyclable
UV-stabilized PP-composite.

300t
m²

378 x
10,7 mm.
378 mm.

Proudly made
in Sweden

Easy to install
Tapping a rubber mallet or similar over the
protruding rings easily interlocks the tiles
together. No special tools, glue or screws
are required. If necessary, use a jig- or a
circular-saw to cut the tiles for a perfect
fit. For increased comfort a suitable sound
absorbing foam underlay may well be used
underneath the TOP TILE.

Usage areas
Bergo Flooring has developed a wide range of flooring products for different
environments. TOP TILE is specially developed for public areas such as:
Offices, shops, hotels, restaurangs, exhibitions, show rooms etc.
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Bergo Floor Tiles are made from recyclable PPcomposite. Our floors are installed floating on
existing floors without any fasteners. A Bergo Floor
solves many problems thanks to the ventilating
and flexible design and is particularly suitable for
installations on damp surfaces, but also on cracked
/ uneven subfloors and worn wooden decks. Our
products are available in a wide range of designs
and colours, harmoniously coordinated.
See our full range at www.bergoflooring.com.
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